
A Kantian Critique of Capitalism and a
Proposition for Transcendental Anarchism

Introduction

In this paper I intend to do two major things, critique capitalism generally and many of its 

related phenomena on several grounds, and then I will seek to show how a cooperative hybrid 

societal structure (socialism) can generate the maximum amount of freedom (anarchism), 

combining into what I call transcendental anarchism. Both the negative (critical) and the positive 

(promotional) parts of my argument will be illuminated to varying degrees by Kantian 

philosophy and other theories, some of which I will not be able to trace their origins. I will try 

and order the ideas in the most readable and understandable way, and apologize for any lack of 

clarity (this is a work in progress in both degrees of quantity and quality). My understanding of 

Kant’s philosophy is very rough and I apologize for any misunderstandings I may have of it, as it 

is possible that I may use him in very tenuous ways, but I’d argue that from my understanding of 

his philosophy, the use of others concepts and ideas in completely different ways (Marx using 

Hegelian dialectics for example) can be illuminating.

Capitalism



These are broad critiques of capitalism and similar phenomenon, and Kant’s influence flows 

in and out of them. I have found a lot more subtle and aphoristic issues with present day 

society too, but couldn’t successfully as of this time integrate them into a coherent 

structure… Kant’s philosophy is exponentially expansive! and it is hard just 3 months after 

being introduced to him to keep track of all the tangents and bring them together (this notion 

has in part furthered my thinking of anarchism, into “transcendental anarchism”). 

The first section “The Objects Capitalism Gives Us” deals with the objects, traditions, 

and ideas capitalism creates; the second section “Dangerous Assumptions and Ideologies in 

Capitalism” deals most exclusively with rational choice theory; the third section “Reactionary 

Justice and a Fading Morality” briefly talks about how justice is conceived under capitalism; and 

the fourth section “Islandization” is a snippet I wanted to include.

The Objects Capitalism Gives Us (and Restricts Us)

Milton Friedman, one of the biggest proponents of capitalism, particularly unfettered 

capitalism, claims that capitalism will get rid of racism, sexism, and other dividing lines, given 

enough time.1 Capitalism, however, is much too arbitrary to get rid of such dangerous ideologies 

of hate, because as the name implies, capitalism privileges capital, as the only end, and it makes 

no end out of ridding chauvinistic ideologies passed down from bygone times. If racism can act 

as a means to help a capitalist bring in capital, then it is a worthy means, and there is no reason 

not to employ it.2 Such arbitrariness exists throughout the capitalist worldview, and its 

approaches to humans, technology, warfare and “freedom” are particularly telling.

1 Discussion in Marx and Marxist Theory Course, October 27, 2005.
2 This was especially visible during the late 19th century, when “the white man’s burden” mentality was at its height 
due to imperialism. Concurrently developing with this notion was the growth of American consumer culture and 
advertising, which appropriated the “white man’s burden” as a cultural symbol to tap into the American people’s 
racist impulses and try to get them to buy such products as Pears soap. See Anne McClintock, Commodity Racism 
and Imperial Advertising. I’d argue that the only reason racism in advertising has diminished considerably is that 
minorities have become a market too valuable to risk offending.
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Kant’s expansive works on morality all point to humans as being ends in themselves. It is 

immoral to treat them as means, i.e. objects, which is precisely what is visible throughout 

capitalist society today, where workers are mere “cogs in a wheel.” Karl Marx in his explanation 

and analysis of capitalism comes to the conclusion that capitalism by its very nature turns money 

(capital) into a subject that in turn makes humans into objects. This inversion and perversion 

strips the dignity of not just workers, those worst off in the paradigm, but of all humans, as they 

are no longer using money as a means of transaction, but money is in fact using humans to 

aggrandize itself, and people can only relate to one another through capital. This flip isn’t 

complete and can never be, as capitalism is a mere empirical force that cannot strip humans of 

their intelligible character potential, but as it grows and grows, it increasingly drones out the 

possibility for experiences and the perception of subjectivity.  

Kant supposedly said that accumulation of knowledge in and of itself is not necessarily a 

good thing, referring most directly to the Enlightenment era which became obsessed with 

collection of knowledge and data. This notion can similarly be used to describe the role of 

technology, which has an interdependent relationship with increasing knowledge. The 

accumulation of technology, particularly in capitalism, has done as much, if not more, harm than 

good. Technology in and of itself is morally arbitrary, meaning it can increase the force for good, 

and the force used for evil, an example being nuclear energy and nuclear weapons. The absolute 

value of technology, which follows a generally increasing course indicating humans’ are gaining 

more and more control over nature, is quite different from the real value of technology, which as 

it increases in the positive use realm, increases in the negative use realm just as steadily: 

mathematically speaking, a jump from 10 to 15 is accompanied by a drop from –10 to –15 

(example coal power and pollution). 
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Technology widens our potential in nature, but there is nothing in technology itself that 

inherently makes humans want to go above nature, to reach the intelligible character, to where 

we can morally reason that we should keep the positive gains of technology but cease to allow 

the negative potentials to even be created, let alone used. For all the supposedly great things we 

have invented to make our lives easier, we certainly aren’t living that much easier. All 

throughout America people are working longer hours than a few decades ago, and stress levels 

are at all time highs, due to higher debts, both monetarily and increasingly obvious 

environmentally. Rather than having an affinity of growth with technology, humans are 

increasingly replaced by it. Just imagine, what would happen if all the electronic gadgets that we 

are so dependent on were removed? Humans would be worse off than hunter-gatherers who had 

inherited training in hunting and gathering. Technology constrains our imagination, ultimately 

contributing to the failure of it. We create nuclear energy, and along with its power generating 

capacities (in itself dangerous and environmentally harmful), it is used to kill hundreds of 

thousands in Japan instantaneously, as well as frighten all of human kind to be submissive to 

those who possess such weapons. There are dark sides and dialectics of technology everywhere 

throughout capitalism, and I think one of my teachers hit the nail on the head when he said 

“capitalism is a zero sum game,”3 of which I’d add a pessimistic “…at best.”

The façade of progress that currently enraptures westerners can perhaps best be exposed 

by highlighting the tremendous increase in warfare in the modern era. The 20th century is 

popularly heralded as the  “best yet” since humans have walked the earth, but of course well over 

a 100 million people (maybe even 200 million) were killed by other humans, whether under the 

banner of a nation or just because of some equally petty personal reason. Well over of a billion 

people are impoverished and starving, while there are overweight people… there is no incentive 

3 John Gillis, fall 2003.
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to redistribute food and supplies, because under capitalism one is to privilege material 

consumption (rabid consumerism) over the helping of other people. There is a popular 

misconception of “I earned it” in industrial rich nations referring to the people’s material 

possessions which leads to the conclusion that people who are poor aren’t working hard enough. 

But how did the western corporations, worldly representatives of the west, come to own the land, 

oil and even water in third world nations? Not by fair market competition surely, as history 

shows us. Rather, Thomas Friedman has it right when he says, “the hidden hand of the market 

will never work without the hidden fist [of the state].”4 Western industrialized nations have 

organized most of the world hierarchically over the past few centuries via their advanced military 

power, to serve them at the top. Before corporations can come in and start exploiting a region, 

they must work with the government and militaries favorable to their cause, to take over a region 

or country, install puppets that will steal land from the natives and sell it at a good rate to 

corporations, which then forces the natives to work for the corporations. Those who have the 

guns make the rules, and also the propaganda…

People born into this world that gives them commonly objects of violence and oppression 

have little else to reference to for a critical outlook. Being that subjects construct themselves with 

the objects they intuit in experience, war becomes not something odd, but is internalized and 

normalized. A militaries soul purpose is for violence, the larger and more advanced it is, the 

more it will move from defensive to offensive violence. This is something rarely pointed out and 

becomes what Marx would’ve appreciated as a “tradition of the dead weighing like a nightmare 

on the living.” People are so desensitized to the fact that a military is an institution that needs 

there not to be peace, if it is to continue existing. 

4 Thomas L. Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1999) p. 373.
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This is not new to capitalism, that militaries have received legitimacy as defensive and 

oftentimes offensive forces. What is new is that now through the economic paradigm of 

capitalism, the military is tied to private interests of capitalists that want to make money from a 

militaries engagements. To these capitalist interests, which dominantly take the form of 

corporations, war is more profitable than peace, and so they lobby for war, both at the micro and 

macro level. If war is too overt and dangerous to the establishment, then the fear war works. Fear 

of enemy nations and terrorists keeps American taxpayers paying close to 400 billion a year to 

grow the military, where similar trends are happening in other nations, just not always to the 

same extent. These described “security dilemmas” often cause arms races among neighbor 

nations and foes alike, and keep the weapons manufacturing businesses booming. Similarly, fear 

of “criminals” and neighbors keeps individual people buying weapons and home security 

systems. Just like most every other area of life, capitalism has co-opted something so destructive 

as war and made it into a profitable industry.

Capitalism has also co-opted the idea of freedom and turned it into freedom of choice, 

which presupposes that freedom is to be in the realm of choosing, playing down other types of 

freedom (freedom to reject the capitalism aggregate). Freedom of choice positions people as 

consumers, allowing us to self legislate only in the realm of what we choose “to buy.” There is 

nothing inherently wrong with freedom of choice in and of itself, but as will be shown similarly 

in viewing rational choice theory, the problem comes in when freedom of choice marginalizes 

any recognition of any other types of freedoms. Eventually when freedom is popularly referred 

to, it will tacitly be defined by freedom to choose.

Freedom of choice has been best captured politically as the platform for the American 

“Libertarian” party, and has been cried as a solution to today’s problems, being called a free 
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market. Most libertarians believe that a sort of utopia would emerge would governments go 

away, and leave existing only the free market, where people could be self interested (as they 

assume they naturally are, informed by rational choice) and their self interest would be the 

engine running the utopia. Noam Chomsky is critical of such a utopia’s prospects, saying, “it’s a 

world so full of hate that no human being would want to live in it… a world where you don’t 

have roads because you don’t see any reason why you should cooperate in building a road that 

you’re not going to use… it’s a world built on hatred.”5 More fundamentally, the ability to be 

“free to choose” under a capitalist system is dependent on having capital, and those who have 

more of it thus have more freedom. This is indeed a very warped view of freedom, where some 

have much more freedom from birth via inheritance.

Dangerous Assumptions and Ideologies in Capitalism

Rational choice theory, of which I have alluded to above, is an ideology that has 

embedded itself in late industrial capitalism. It assumes that people are a priori self-interested, 

but this knowledge is gotten to after studying behavior, something a posteriori. Those who 

subscribe to it can indeed hold the hypothesis that humans are self-interested, but they can’t 

know it. As rational choice develops through generations, and seeps into more disciplines, out of 

economics, its originator, and into the liberal arts, the assumptions become more far-fetched, as 

do the simplifications, of what humans are. But as the assumptions go farther, and rational choice 

overtakes the academy, it destroys critical thought, the mechanism that could beat back rational 

choice to its strictly empirical basis in the realm of probabilities. The danger is not only that 

rational choice theory will smother out room for more abstract views of humans and the world, 

but also that it will convince the world that there is nothing beyond rational choice, something no 

5 Noam Chomsky, Understanding Power (The New York Press 2002), p. 200.
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human should be subject to (and they won’t, by that point they will be object to it, pun intended). 

RCT treats humans as merely empirical characters at the end of a causal chain, which is a great 

injustice to our capabilities to start our own causal chains,6 which could bring us radically away 

from the deterministic empirical world. I will give some concrete examples of rational choice in 

action, and will focus on some of its subordinate theories: game theory and bargaining theory.

Game theory, which in simultaneous or “normal” form is most famously taught via the 

“prisoner’s dilemma,” which suggests that players will always defect on one another, even 

though that result is a net loss for both players compared to when they both cooperate. The 

prisoner’s dilemma, the most commonly referred to problem when explaining game theory, 

shows at the outset that the players will always choose not to cooperate, something that is 

misleading to first time learners that in turn shapes their understanding of game theory as 

proving humans inability to cooperate. Beyond this, the internal flaw to the prisoner’s dilemma, 

excluding the fact that such a setup is rare where “players” don’t know one another, has to deal 

with the notion of time or the lack thereof. The prisoner’s dilemma puts humans in a situation 

where time is absent, and they lack any prior experience. Such a timeless construction can’t 

translate nicely into the world of humans, where time is an essential part of our being. Oddly (or 

not oddly) enough, when game theory analyzes a repeated prisoners dilemma, a prisoner’s 

dilemma where the same players play over and over again and are subject to temporal sequences, 

the original assumption that players will defect falls apart, and players start to cooperate as they 

learn from experience that they are both mutually better off when they cooperate.

RCT and game theory, if one can swallow their assumption that humans are rational (they 

try to prove that is a priori true, even thought they prove it via a posteriori experiential behavioral 

data), can be turned and used to look critically at capitalism. Quite often rational choice assumes 

6 Sharo Atmeh, November 21, 2005.
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that people in their self-interest, do not additionally embody the interests of others. This is 

undoubtedly supplemented by empirical evidence that can be gathered throughout the capitalist 

world, where people are found fighting for scraps (funding, food, land) not sharing them and 

benefiting from the synergistic possibilities. To call this rational is in a sense to justify it as the 

way things must be given their nature. It is irrational to accept, however, that things must be 

organized in such a manner where there is a net loss for all players. This version of rationality is 

not only dangerous, it’s wrong. There is “overwhelming evidence that systematically refutes the 

self-interest hypothesis and suggests that a substantial fraction of the people demonstrate social 

motives in their preferences.”7 Because humans are rational creatures they recognize their 

interdependence and thus act in ways that help society the most, which happens to benefit them 

greatly too. Capitalism is based in competition and persuades people to act self-interested, and so 

it is not cooperative people who are irrational in capitalism, it is capitalism that is irrational for 

rationally cooperative people.

Bargaining theory, another tool used by rational choice theorists to explain the world, can 

similarly be used as grounds for a refutation of private property because of the violence and 

inefficiency it causes. Asymmetric information, a component recognized by bargaining theory, is 

when one or more of the players has information about hirs own circumstances that not all other 

players have access to. When nation states bargain over territory, or make threats, demands (also 

classified as bargaining), this can translate into one state knowing whether or not it has a large 

army and nuclear weapons, while the other state is uninformed. Because of this asymmetric, or 

unshared private information, that happens on all sides of state bargaining, states don’t actually 

know one another’s capabilities, and then they must act on beliefs rather than on factual 

7 Ernst Fehr and Urs Fischbacher, The Economics of Strong Reciprocity in Moral Sentiments and Material Interests 
(MIT Press 2005), p. 151.
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information. States believing they can win a war and suffer less “costs of war” will do so rather 

than trying to bargain. Bargaining theory tells us that if everyone’s weapons, capacities, armies 

were available for the world community to view, then states would much less frequently go to 

war because all sides would know the costs ahead of time, and since war is a “net loss,” both 

bargaining players would seek to optimize their gains and avoid a costly war. “Nations go to war 

partly because of the absence of complete information.”8 With nations engaging in hegemony, 

there still remains the problem of nations abusing their increased bargaining leverage, granted 

them by their superior economy and military. This is because “poverty (by inducing a larger 

degree of impatience) adversely affects bargaining power [leading] richer nations of the world to 

often obtain relatively better deals than poorer nations.”9 Thus war may be avoidable, but the 

problems arising from the division of humans into nation states still exists. This all occurring as 

long as there is a world capitalist system that puts states’ interests at odds with one another.

The problem with RCT, game theory and bargaining theory isn’t necessarily in their analysis, its 

that those who espouse it merely think to use it as an explanation for why wars and other 

phenomena happen, rather than taking on the ethical imperative and trying to prevent wars (for 

example by making recommendations on shared information). It induces people to view the 

world as “the way things are” and serves to engrain the ideology of pragmatism, which is by its 

nature reactionary.10 There is also, moving down to the practical level, a danger in the models 

proposed by such theories. Game theoretic models, used by advisors to heads of state, often 

reach conclusions that the state should create a doomsday device that will arm itself as a rational 

deterrent to other nations. Models likewise can reach the conclusion that a peaceful country 

8 Abhinay Muthoo, A Non-Technical Introduction to Bargaining Theory in World Economics, Vol. 1 – No. 2, p. 164
9 Abhinay Muthoo, A Non-Technical Introduction to Bargaining Theory in World Economics, Vol. 1 – No. 2, p. 148
10 This is coming from a hypothesis and incomplete paper I am currently pondering and working on, so take this 
statement with a grain of salt.
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should blow up a more militant country, because if they don’t than the more militant country 

might blow them up.

Reactionary justice, and a fading morality

Justice that is a posteriori rather than a priori is by its definition reactionary. Only after a 

murderer kills hirs victim does s/he get punished. Only after a state bombs another is it reviewed 

for punishment. Only after a person doesn’t pay hirs taxes is s/he fined and convicted. Is this 

really justice at all? Such notions of justice don’t take into account societal and experiential 

factors that affect an individual/nation etc., and allow them to do such things in the first place. 

Most murderers would fail to kill were they not able to purchase weapons so easily, which 

allowed the crime of passion, something that has become all too common. And is executing a 

murderer justice, or is it revenge? True justice would be bringing the victim back to life, or rather 

because this is impossible and still after the fact, preventing hirs death in the first place. Such 

reactionary notions of justice are what one finds under capitalism, but as capitalism in its core is 

unjust, one cannot hope to build justice within it.

Such a view of justice counter to the one found in capitalism prescribes preventing the 

crisis before it happens. “Crisis creates change” is an excuse to not act to prevent the crisis, and 

is dangerous as can be seen with the recent example of Hurricane Katrina. The experts knew that 

a strong hurricane would devastatingly flood the city of New Orleans, but their warnings fell on 

deaf ears, as the relevant actors didn’t front the money to build levees, at the time potentially life 

saving structures, and after the fact surely life saving structures. The governments of America are 

subject to capitalism, and within capitalism such an a priori investment in justice is costly, and 

there is little immediate “returns” that can come from building a levee. So the levees weren’t 

built, and people had to die to set the example. Such thinking will facilitate, insofar as not 
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preventing, a nuclear war and holocaust in addition to countless other injustices… and then, only 

after most of humanity is dead, will the remaining people say “well now we know not to have 

nuclear weapons and doomsday systems in place.” Real justice would be the realization of the 

potential dangers in owning an arsenal of deadly devices and removing them before the injustice 

of nuclear war. Allowing a potential injustice to exist is in itself an injustice. Justice cannot come 

from the empirical world where causality is set in motion, where it is necessarily reactionary and 

a posteriori; humans must bring in justice, not profit-seeking-institutions (as everything 

empirically in capitalism is profit seeking) that create a contingent justice. The justice must come 

before the injustice.

The Kantian notion of morality, similar to justice as I understand it, is that moral actions 

are moral within themselves and don't need external justifications. This has been today, in the 

framework of advanced capitalism, been placed to a large degree at odds with survival (whether 

survival means perceptive or actual). Most systems of relations among people being good in and 

of yourself wouldn't make you a materially rich person (though it could), but being good in and 

of yourself is acutely punished in capitalism. When morality does manifest itself, its conditional: 

"I'll do something good for him, so that…" Several generations of humans have been born into a 

paradigm that encourages utility maximization, and they are trained to do things if it’s in their 

best interest. Because morality is punished via impoverishing people, placing them in 

unfavorable positions, fewer and fewer choose to be moral. Capitalism as it grows continuously 

purges out moral actors.

“Islandization”
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Islandization is an ecological term, also known as habitat fragmentation, in which once 

continuous habitats have been divided by varying degrees, because of human activities, such as: 

roads that cut through a habitat, land clearing, and various methods of resource extraction.11 

The concept of islandization, is not only a relevant way to look at the ecological world, 

but also at human society, most especially human interactions. Chauvinistic “isms” such as 

racism, sexism, classism, ageism, and others, serve to divide human kind rather than unite us. 

Such divisions have grown under capitalism, aided immensely by an illusion of individualism, to 

the point that humans have become atomized, the more so in the advanced capitalist nations. 

Such divisions through society can only exist with underpinnings of similarities… there are 

greater things that transcend these dividing “isms”, that exist a priori. Firstly, and most generally, 

we are all united as being in space and time, and this is a must for concepts like racism to ever 

even exist. For there to be racism, we must all have a race, for their to be sexism, we must all be 

common in our having a sex, and so on with all the isms. This is something transcendental 

philosophy points to, a commonality we all have, commonalities we must have, before there can 

be subtle differentiation. And the postmodernists get it wrong: “by not listening to Kant, they go 

back before him.”12

Transcendental Anarchism

Kant, through his epistemological philosophy, shows us as good as anyone that humans 

have core similarities, and from these can stem our differences. We are grounded in similarities 

that we are beings in space and time, and that we are finite creatures, and all subject to nature. 

We are different in our different experiences in space and time, and our degree to which we 

choose to bring justice into the world by becoming intelligible characters. Such a view of 

11 http://www.amonline.net.au/factsheets/habitat_fragmentation.htm nov 29
12 Drucilla Cornell lecture
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humanity calls upon socialism (the transcendental aspect) for the sharing of objects which is in 

the realm in which we are all empirical characters parts of us that are similar – we all need to eat, 

sleep, love, and so making society to be in line with the way we all are. Anarchism, the other part 

to make up this whole society, is less something tangible in the world, but rather the recognition 

that we all have vast difference in capabilities of imagination, reasoning, talents, (and other 

categories I am not talented, imaginative enough to think of at this moment). The anarchism is a 

representation of our freedom and is where the individual takes in the social/collective goods, 

and synthesizes them with hirs own beliefs, experiences, and spits them back out (see appendix 

graph). The maximization of sharing and cooperation, rather at odds with current thoughts on the 

matter, actually maximizes the amount of freedom we can have.

The socialism (object), and anarchism (subject) abstracts which I am describing, are both 

dependent on one another. Socialism would be meaningless if it denied individual differences 

and would become stagnant as it sought to make us all more homogenous. Anarchism is the 

realm where individuals freely exist and bring in among other things, their morality, creativity, 

imagination. It is inconceivable if there was nothing common to route it in, which is where 

socialism serves as a link between all the anarchy. And so there is a subject-object unity between 

the two. The social property grows the more the individual/individuals create objects for it, and 

the individual can grow more social property from the more already existent. To put this in a 

story form, when this came to me I was sitting in a chair at the library pondering Kant. I had 

some cool ideas but couldn’t put them in verbal form, nor could I figure anything to ground them 

in. Then I picked up a book for one of my other classes, and just by reading a page, my ideas 

expanded in subtlety and usage, as well as in quantity. Me by myself and that book unread, 

without connecting up, would have not produced the flourishing of thoughts I had. The book 
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impressed its ideas on me, which mixed with my past experiences, and then I brought back 

greater understanding of the book, and of my own previous experience. This happens all the 

time, but the frequency and ability of this to happen will expand greatly once things are more in 

this transcendental anarchism direction.13

To go along with the idea of anarchism as I see it as expansive, this section towards the end will 

be “anarchic,” as the ideas haven’t been put into paragraph form… some even not in sentence 

form.

Freedom vs Violence

Violence limits freedom in that people can’t go everywhere when there is violence. 

Violence takes on an infinite and no longer relative form when someone is killed by it. The 

victim is no longer free and can never be again, and the killer has taken complete control over 

the victims life, leaving no freedom. The less violence there is, the more freedom there is to 

experience and share (the shootout in the street keeps me from going out and experience the 

public life going on there, so it limits my experience

The only reason property is today even a concept is because under capitalism it is oftentimes 

found to be private. Property is a social construct that has been ingrained into human society, 

increasingly under capitalism where individualism and private property.  By someone owning 

property

13 I am coming to understand this as not an end point, but a direction (this is what the arrows represent in the 
diagram in the appendix), and we can come to have “more and more” anarchism and socialism. I also now 
understand utopia as not something stagnant and fixed at the end, but as a direction, to which we can always get 
closer, the same I would argue with justice as well as a great many other things. This I can say was definitely 
influenced by Sydney J. Harris’s quote “happiness isn’t a place, it’s a direction.”
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Next paragraph – The reason private property has become accepted is because of a 

general belief in “the rule of law,” which was written by those who had power when they wrote 

it, and were thoroughly corrupted by it and wanted to keep it. Private property is backed by 

violence of the state, its punishing capabilities, its military (used for those who don’t accept 

private property in places generally outside of the Western nations.

Capitalism gives us a lack of objects because violence restricts where we can go, and it 

also gives us violence itself, giving us experiences of immorality, which the more we are 

exposed to, the more humans are desensitized to them, and see violence no longer as immoral or 

moral, for they become amoral.

Socialism or social ownership ~ no property, as basis for anarchism      property is theft, because 

one person owning means all the rest don’t – less objects o experience

Possible book – de-defining socialism

transcendental anarchism could rather be socialism – that the objects are there for all of us to 

experience, we all have the power to do it, so to limit us experiencing them (saying private 

ownership) is counter to our actual make up – 10/03/05 – there must be some unity in the 

different objects that connects them up transcendentally

when a person is in pain, for example, or intuits only one type of thing, it takes away power to 

intuit other things and thus limits the ability….
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For their to be freedom of individuals, all individuals must be free, as a “threat to 

freedom anywhere is a threat to freedom everywhere.” Reshaping MLK’s quote

The utopian vision is not of a place, but of a direction, an expansion of freedom and 

shared goods for people, to use to support themselves and further their own personal work, and 

to spit back into the social nexus. 

Anarchist Direct Action – similar to maxim creating, removing contingent aspect of politics

Justice and morality in Anarchism

Justices theories – a society of justice doesn’t have injustices in it. You can’t get justices out 

injustices (once the person is dead…). Justice is a direction, it can grow, but it can never be 

complete, even in a cooperative society, a few people might do an infinitesimally small amount 

more work than others, and this is not justice, for what they get back, but once it is to this point 

and people are being born into that situation, score will not be being kept and it won’t matter.

Humans are imperfect in their conscious calculability, we are “in the ball park,” and if we, for 

example, see we have basically put in what we have gotten out, we will not feel injustice is done 

upon us – so for human purposes anarchism will work with putting in cooperatively, as long as 

people are all roughly putting in the same amount, and this gap could be widened a bit when 

people do different things… and since we are on the topic of humans, people might even feel 

better if they feel they have given more than they got out, in such a highly reciprocal built 

society (which could cause problems of reverse injustice, but I won’t ponder that too deeply right 

now). But when there are easily humanly detectable human injustices – eg a sweatshop wage 
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slave who worked since they were 6, 18 hour work days, and died at 26, having received no 

leisure time, very little sustenance, and most qualitatevly or measurably (the lack of leisure and 

lack of sustenance included) lots of pain

justice must come before, and then injustice will be hard put to come into existence at all

If justice came first, there’d be no injustice

Trying to sum up something in a few words, to make a quote as I am trying to do now, is an 

unjustice to all the thought that takes place in the heads of others – soundbites as injustice

Antinomies of injustice – the reason that, for example, with intellectual property rights, there is 

no clear definition of what is illegal, legal and what is fair to use and borrow, and what is going 

to far – the reason that determining these things is all wrong, is that conceiving intellect as 

private property isn’t the way things are, so that’s why it is so difficult to come up with correct 

laws for it

The same goes justice, the reason it is so hard to figure out what is justice, killing this person, 

putting them in jail, setting them free, is that we don’t have the correct concept of justice to 

beging with, we have a posteriori justice, which is reactionary and contingent upon their being an 

injustice… 

10-10-05 – turning us into the mice they study – if you stop believing in freedom and justice, 

they begin to fade, moral law is a transcendental possibility, but it can die and wither
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Appendix – Incomplete and in the works
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